Today’sfarm

Moorepark attractions
Some of the topics which will be on show at the Teagasc Moorepark Open Day
on July, 3rd

Teagasc food scientists Dr Daniela Freitas, Dr Alina Kondrashina,
Dr Andre Brodkorb and Bhavya Panikuttira discussing the 3D-printed
molecular structure of beta-lactoglobulin, a protein found in bovine
whey.

Food research at Moorepark 19
The Teagasc Food Research Programme will have a sigNIÚCANTPRESENCEAT-OOREPARKm9OUWILLHAVEANOPPORTUNITYTOSEEBUTTERBEINGMADEWITHlGRASS FEDmMILK
ANDLEARNABOUTTHEBENEÚCIALEFFECTOFlGRASS FEDmONTHE
NUTRITIONALCOMPOSITIONOFMILKANDDAIRYPRODUCTS
9OUWILLGETALSOBEABLETOSEEHOWMILKCOMPOSITION
ISDETERMINEDUSINGlIN LINEmNEAR INFRA REDTECHNOLOGY
4HEREWILLBEADISPLAYDEMONSTRATINGTHEVASTRANGE
OFDAIRYINGREDIENTSPRODUCEDNATIONALLY WITHINFORMATIONONTARGETMARKETSNATIONALLYANDINTERNATIONALLY 
ANDNUTRITIONALSTATUSOFTHESEINGREDIENTS INADDITION
TOADISPLAYFEATURINGTHELATESTINDRYINGTECHNOLOGIES
FORDEVELOPINGDEHYDRATEDDAIRYPRODUCTSFOREXPORT
MARKETS 
/FCOURSEIN4EAGASC-OOREPARK THE&OOD2ESEARCH
0ROGRAMMEALWAYSAIMSTOBEATTHECUTTINGEDGE AND
THOSEATTENDING-OOREPARKWILLBEINTERESTEDTOSEE
HOWWEAPPLYlDIGITALDAIRYmTECHNOLOGIESSUCHASROBOTICS  $PRINTINGANDVIRTUALREALITYTECHNOLOGIESTOTHE
INVESTIGATIONANDDEVELOPMENTOFDAIRYFOR)RELAND
$IDYOUKNOWTHATTHESTRUCTUREOFFOODHASASIGNIÚCANTBEARINGONITSDIGESTION#HECKOUTTHISEXHIBITAND
DISCOVERTHESCIENCEBEHINDTHISRESEARCH
3OMETHINGTHATISALWAYSOFINTERESTTOATTENDEESOF
OPENDAYSAT-OOREPARK ISTHEEXHIBITTHATFEATURES
PRODUCTSDEVELOPEDVIA4EAGASCRESEARCHANDSPECIALIST
COMMERCIALSERVICES#ALLINANDTRYSOMEOFTHESETASTY
PRODUCTS4HESE4EAGASCSERVICESAREAVAILABLETOSMALL
ANDMEDIUMSIZEDENTERPRISES MULTINATIONALSUBSIDIARIESANDFOODENTREPRENEURS9OUMIGHTBEINSPIREDTO
DEVELOPYOUROWNFOODBUSINESSØ
-OOREPARKmWILLALSOFEATUREUPTODATEINFORMATION
ONTHESCIENCEBEHINDTHEROLEOFTHEGUTMICROBIOME
INMAINTAININGHEALTHFORINFANTS ELDERLYANDATHLETES 
ANDTHEPOTENTIALFORUSINGHEALTH PROMOTINGMICROBESTO
INCREASETHEBENEÚTSOFARANGEOFFOODS4HEREWILLALSO
BEAFEATUREONTHEHEALTHBENEÚTSOFFERMENTEDFOODS
&OOD2ESEARCH0ROGRAMMESTAFFWILLBEAVAILABLETO
ANSWERQUESTIONSABOUTALLEXHIBITS
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Thomas Tubritt.

Micheal O’Leary

Thomas Tubritt

Choosing varieties.
Increasing the proportion of grazed
grass in the diets of dairy cows inCREASESPROlTABILITYONFARM0ERENNIAL
ryegrass varieties are known to differ
INTHELEVELOFUTILISATIONTHEYSUPPORT
4HEREFORE)RISHFARMERSNEEDPERENNIAL
ryegrass varieties with superior grazing
TRAITS
3UITABILITYOFPERENNIALRYEGRASSVARIETIESTOGRAZINGISNOTROUTINELYMEASURED
IN2ECOMMENDED,ISTTRIALS4HEOBJECtive of our work was to evaluate the grazINGPERFORMANCEOFTHELEADINGPERENNIAL
RYEGRASSVARIETIESIN)RELAND6ARIETIES
WEREASSESSEDFORHERBAGEYIELD QUALITY
ANDPERSISTENCE!FTERTHIS DAIRYCOWS
grazed the plots and post-grazing sward
HEIGHTWASRECORDEDASAMEASUREOF
GRAZINGEFlCIENCY
This study showed that tetraploid
varieties are consistently grazed to lower
POST GRAZINGSWARDHEIGHTS&ARMERS
WISHINGTOIMPROVEUTILISATIONOFGRAZED
GRASSONTHEIRFARMSSHOULDOPTTOSOW
increased proportions of tetraploid varieTIESONTHEIRFARM
Continued
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VistaMilk
The recently established €40m VistaMilk SFI
Research Centre (@VistaMilk; www.vistamilk.ie),
co-funded by Science Foundation Ireland, the
Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine,
and 40 industry partners, aims to digitalise dairy
production and processing in Ireland from the soil,
through to the grass and animal, and eventually
into the milk and resulting products while considering the impact at the level of the human gut.
The centre will develop sensing, communication and analytical solutions to current and future
problem statements across the dairy-food chain.
The pillars of focus include the 1) soil and pasture,
2) cow (ie genetics and management) and 3) food.
By always considering the entire production chain,
POTENTIALUPSTREAMANDDOWNSTREAMRAMIlCATIONS
OFMODIlCATIONSINANYLINKALONGTHECHAINCANBE
READILYQUANTIlED
Led by Teagasc, the partners in VistaMilk include
the ICBF, Tyndall Research institute, Waterford
Institute of technology, Dublin City University
and University College Dublin and Galway. The
opportunities that arise at the interface between
the agri-food and technology industries will be the
basis for the competitive advantage and international reputation of the centre.
The outputs from VistaMilk are human capital,
new knowledge, potential spin-out companies and
OFEXCELLENTSCIENTIlCPUBLICATIONS ALLOFWHICH
will having measurable economic, societal and
environmental key performance indicators such
as improved competitive metrics, new markets, a
vibrant agri-tech industry, foreign direct investment
attractor, reputation enhancement, food security,
tailored nutrition, more informed policies, and
lesser environmental hoofprint.

Alison Sinnott and Hazel Costigan.

Addressing the labour
shortages associated
with calf rearing
To maintain a sustainable future for
OURDAIRYFARMS lNDINGSOLUTIONSTO
overcome the labour shortage associated with calf rearing is critical. We are
carrying out research to evaluate how
calf management practices can be
advanced and streamlined in a way that
IMPROVESLABOURUSING,%!.EFlCIENCY
principals, without negatively affecting
the calf.
The project began in spring 2019, with
an initial investigation into the effect
of automated calf feeding systems on
calf health, welfare and labour. Further
research will take place over the next
four years to develop a comprehensive
training programme and guide to rearing
CALVESINANEFlCIENTANDSUSTAINABLE
way.

Alison Sinnott

Rearing strategies for
dairy heifers
Developing an optimum heifer-rearing
strategy is becoming increasingly necessary; such a strategy must begin shortly
after birth and continue until the heifer
calves down.
In spring 2018, we began a three-year
study at Teagasc Moorepark to investigate the effect of weaning age and
post-weaning growth rate on growth perFORMANCE FERTILITYPARAMETERS AGEATlRST
CALVINGANDlRST LACTATIONMILKPRODUCTION
of the maiden heifer.
Heifer calves were weaned at either
eight or 12 weeks and subsequently offered either a high or low level of concentrates post-weaning. In the second year,
grass was managed so that the heifers
previously offered high and low levels of
concentrates were grazed to 4.5 and 3.5
cm, respectively. To learn more visit us at
Moorepark 2019.

Hazel Costigan

Grass modelling

Becoming an
employer of choice
As well as technical topics there
will be a huge amount to learn
about people management at
Moorepark 19.
Work by Thomas Lawton, Suzanne
Groome, Martina Gormley, Pat
Clarke and Marion Beecher have
shown that:
• Good communication and training
opportunities are the main characteristics employees seek from
their employer
• 77% of farmers surveyed do not
issue payslips to employees
• Improvements required regarding fair treatment and respect of
employees, including employers
compliance with employment law

The VistaMilk project will draw on the work of a
wide range of disciplines and scientists including
Elodie Ruelle at Teagasc Moorepark who is modelLINGGRASSGROWTHBYLOOKINGATTHEINmUENCEOF
weather and other factors on the plant.
Predicting on-farm grass growth is challenging
as it depends on soil type, farm management and
weather conditions. Since early 2019, the MoSt
grass growth model has been live tested on 40
farms. Individual grass growth prediction for each
of those farms each Tuesday and Friday is helping
farmers with their weekly farm management decisions.
Elodie Ruelle

Ellen Fitzpatrick

Clover
In an era where sustainability is at the forefront of Irish
agriculture, including white
clover in swards of PRG can
offer increased nutritive value
of the herbage, improved animal performance and reduced
nitrogen application rates.
A study is ongoing in Teagasc, Moorepark to determine
the dairy cow performance
off four different treatment
groups: total mixed ration
(TMR), grass-only 250 kg N
ha-1, grass-clover 150 kg N

ha-1 and grass-clover 100 kg
N ha-1.
Milk solids, cumulative milk
yields, herbage production,
sward clover content, dry
matter intakes and methane
emissions are recorded to
maximise milk production
while improving nitrogen use
EFÚCIENCIESONINTENSIVEDAIRY
farms. The work carried out for
the project aims to enhance
the sustainability of milk production in temperate climates
based on the inclusion of
white clover.

Ellen Fitzpatrick.

Grass only
v grass clover

‘Healthy Cows –
High Quality Milk’

Since the removal of the European
milk quotas, the most limiting factor to Ireland’s milk production is
land. This has spiked a renewed
interest in white clover inclusion
DUETOITSPRODUCTIONBENElTS4EAgasc Clonakilty trial work is now
comparing different N rates, 150
kg N/ha and 250 kg N/ha, both
with and without clover to quantify
WHITECLOVERBENElTSINTHESWARD
while also tracking its persistency
in an intensive grazing system.
Along with this a grazing plot
investigation is being carried out
COMPARINGTHEEFlCACYOF#!. 
Urea and NBPT-Urea at both
150 kg N/ha and 250 kg N/ha at
two site locations, Clonakilty and
Moorepark.

Of interest to all farmers will be
updated research on the effectiveness of treating cows with teat
sealant only, compared to teat
sealant plus antibiotics at drying
off. Chlorine free milking machine
cleaning routines are very topical
currently, and we will have a panel
discussion with farmers, milk
quality advisors and researchers
on best practice options. Animal
Health Ireland will be present
at our ‘village’ at Moorepark 19
discussing all aspects of herd
biosecurity with a particular focus
on managing Johne’s disease.
We will have plenty of research
updates from recent trials completed around calf health and
contract rearing, and will have a
live demo looking at heifer target
weights which is a key area to get
right for every dairy farmer.

Aine Murray

David Gleeson
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